
 

 

Challenge 
Name: 

Develop a Cognitive Computing and Analytics solution 
to fetch information and decode unstructured data 

 Service 
Unit: Big Data and Analytics 

 
Background of the challenge: 
 

“Cognitive Analytics” is a term used to describe how organizations apply analytics and cognitive computing 
technologies to help humans make smarter decisions. Most of the world’s digital data is unstructured – 
emails, videos, audios, images, journals and IoT sensor data, in addition the vast array of information 
available on the Internet, such as social media posts and academic articles. Making sense of this data is 
beyond the capacity of the human brain. So, by necessity, much of it has been ignored. This is changing 
as cognitive computing brings together natural language processing, probabilistic reasoning, machine 
learning, and other technologies to efficiently analyse context and find nearly real-time answers hidden 
within massive amounts of information. A cognitive system can provide real-time answers to questions 
posed in natural language by searching through massive amounts of information that have been entered 
into its knowledge base, making sense of context, and computing the most likely answer. For example, a 
doctor can use cognitive analytics to quickly comb through medical journals, clinician notes, patient 
history, and other documents to find highly relevant information to improve a diagnosis or treatment 
plan. 
 
Which major business vertical does this challenge impact/pertain to? 
 

This challenge pertains to almost all the industry verticals since every customer wants to make their BI 
and Analytics applications more intelligent, engaging and discoverable by analysing unstructured data, 
adding features such as emotion and video analysis; facial, voice and vision recognition; and speech and 
language understanding for quick decision making. 
 
Potential business which could be opened if the challenge is solved: 
 

Almost all Customers have been in need of a Solution to this challenge.  
 
Nearest solution or player with development in this space? 
 

 IBM Watson Analytics https://www.ibm.com/watson-analytics  
 Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit and Cognitive Services as part of Cortana Intelligence Suite 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/cognitive-toolkit/  and https://azure.microsoft.com/en-
us/try/cognitive-services/  

 TCS have Cognitive Solutions in the areas of Consumer Electronics, Professional Services and Software  
 https://www.tcs.com/communication-media-technology/cognitive-computing-offering 
 Nokia has some Telecom Analytics Solutions focusing on Cognitive 
 https://networks.nokia.com/solutions/analytics 
 
Why this challenge is critical for HCL:  
 

Cognitive Analytics will soon become inescapable and chief focus of innovation to drive business success. 
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Expected solution’s guidelines 
 

Step 1: Share the document containing the Solution Idea and Approach for review. 
 
Step 2: Share the working Prototype of the Solution. Open source tools or the tools available with CoE can 
be used. 
 
Ideas/Solutions will be shortlisted after the completion of Step 2. 
 
 Focus on business question or use case first and then tools - Analytics is about asking and answering, 

smarter questions to get higher-quality results at a lower cost. What questions should you ask to drive 
more value in your organization? What information is needed to answer these questions? Which tools 
can efficiently deliver the answers?  

 Build the business case - Evaluate labour-intensive processes such as legal research or customer 
service that could be streamlined by deploying cognitive technologies.  

 Start small - Begin with a pilot project and refine your business use case. 


